I know mps PILOT as a passionate DJ who travels the world in search of new tunes! For that you need
to be a bit cheeky, slightly crazy and you need a lot of adventure in your genes. And that's exactly what
you hear in his music. Respect.
Erwin Schellekens, Festival Mundial, The Netherlands

mps PILOT proved to be probably the best guest DJ we ever had.
Russ Jones, Future World Funk, UK

As resident DJ of the Amsterdam Roots Festival mps PILOT is one of the few DJ’s with an
unbelievable mix of exciting dance and world beats, capable of moving crowds of thousands, every
time, worldwide.
Frans Goossens, creative director of the Amsterdam Roots Festival

As festival organisers we were not sure what to expect from mps PILOT....almost instantly everybody
started dancing.....and then the rain came down!.....mps looked like nothing happened.....so the 400
party people continued till early in the morning despite the odd shower and the January cold.
John P. Singh, creative director of the Jaipur Heritage Festival, India
BIOGRAPHY

mps PILOT is a worldwide renowned & experienced Dutch DJ / Producer, fanatic traveller, he's
musically trained and has a background in ethnomusicology. In our digitised, globalised culture, musical
boundaries are blurring, creating new hybrid genres. So like no other, mps PILOT has his finger on the
pulse of new and upcoming global electronic styles from and influenced by Africa, the Middle East &
India. mps PILOT's DJsets take in all of these genres and more. If you’d like to hear him focusing on
one specif ic style, check out some sample DJ sets devoted to the Orient, Africa or Asia. mps PILOT is
always chasing local released quality productions, original beats, unreleased remixes and exclusive
tracks. The reason for his DJ repertoire to vary in between the best worldwide future music productions
and vintage sounds.
Being a DJ mps PILOT grabs audiences with his inspired selection, Dutch style seamless mixing and
deep knowledge. No pre-planned sets for him: once the beats begin, his well-honed intuitive skills kick
in. Lost in the music and immersed in the flow of the moment, he senses the crowd, draws them in and
becomes one with his work. His rock solid sets are packed with the wickedest of tunes – he’s having
fun and he makes sure the crowd does too. He has done that celebrated worldwide renowned festivals
such as Sziget, Paleo, Lowlands, Amsterdam Roots, Sfinks, Mundial, Festival in the Desert,
Amsterdam Dance Event, Timitar, North Sea Jazz, and many more. And still, for him there is also
nothing like his guerilla gigs at street on odd spots or before a wedding crowd in India. Here he gets
inspired to keep on performing out of the box.
As a producer mps PILOT made official and critically acqlaimed remixes for Skip&Die, Tony Allen,
Zuco 103, The Palenke Soul Tribe, Gypsy Hill, Tigerstyle, Donso, the Palenke Soul Tribe, The
Amsterdam Klezmer Band and even Steve Reich. Together with Streamer mps PILOT released several
remixes under the name StreamerPilot. Travelling widely and often, mps PILOT collaborated with
artists in Mali, India, Egypt, Turkey and a slew of international artists based in Amsterdam.
Percussionists, dancers and musicians such as Super Onze (Mali), The Akatay Brothers (TR), Mazaher
(Egypt) Job Chajes (Amsterdam Klezmer Band/NL) Sjahin During (Arifa/NL), Alper Kekeç (TR), tribal
fusion dancer Tjarda (NL), Rimbaax (SN), Praful (DE), and Afra Mussasiwade (IR).
Nothing can quite match an mps PILOT live DJ set, but for the full online experience check out his DJ
sets on Mixcloud and watch recent live videos of mps PILOT; Paleo Festival | Sziget | North Sea Jazz.

RELEASES (EXERPT)

Tony Allen – Expensive Shit | mps PILOT’s triffidz treat (Comet)
Skip&Die – Cumbia Dictatura (mps PILOT remix) (Crammed)
Donso – Rue Princesse (mps PILOT remix) (Comet)
Amsterdam Klezmer Band – Ladybirds Ft. Cata Pirata (mps PILOT Electric Bounce)
Umeme - Milawelo (mps PILOT's lucky pursuit)
Palenke Soul Tribe – Africa Is The Mother (mps PILOT’s Sabar Mix)
Tigerstyle – Dhi Punjab Di (mps PILOT Remix) (Soldier Sound)
Steve Reich – Electric Counterpoint (mps PILOT’s Future Takamba remix) (22Tracks)
Mazaher ft. mps PILOT – Present Zar (Lola's World)
COMPILATIONS:

Donso – Denfilla remixes (Comet)
Zuco 103 – Retouched! (Dox records)
Nova Lima – Coba Coba remixed (Cumbancha)
Doublemoon Remixes vol. 2 (Doublemoon)
BalkanBeats vol.3 (Eastblok)
DJ Click - Jaipur REMIX / Dub features (NoFridge)
Sailing the seven seas (selected by DJ mps PILOT) - Various Artists (Piranha)
MOVE / Mundial Music Compilation / mix cd (Mundial records)
STREAMERPILOT REMIXES

Tigerstyle ft. Miss Rimpi – Bol! Bol! Bol! (StreamerPilot’s Dholstep mix)
Ot Azoj Klezmer Band – Turkish Honga (StreamerPilot’s Rare remix)
La Mal Coiffee – Filhas que ses a Maridar (StreamerPilot’s Out of Town remix)
Boban Markovic - Sina Nari * StreamerPilot's Sun Day refresh
Burhan Ocal &; The Trakya All Stars – Karabiber * StreamerPilot's near Detroit refix
Nidi D'arac - Quante Tarente * StreamerPilot's when Rattled rmx
Locos Por Juana-Armando * (StreamerPilot's Bomba remix)
Zuco 103- She (StreamerPilot's Mother remix)
Merlin Shepherd - Pass The Kasha (StreamerPilot's Kosher remix)
LABELS:

Crammed, Comet, Dox, Six Degrees, Doublemoon, Soldier Sound, Cumbancha, NoFridge, 22Tracks,
Mundial records, Lola's World, Eastblok, Two Speakers
ONLINE
HOMEPAGE | MIXCLOUD | YOUTUBE | INSTAGRAM | FACEBOOK | TWITTER | SOUNDCLOUD
BOOKING CONTACT
Horst Timmers | office@mpspilot.nl | 0031 624447467
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